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ABSTRACT:  
 

Periocular biometric for human recognition identification is one of the most critical and challenging tasks 
to meet growing demand for higher security. This paper proposes a new framework to efficiently and 
accurately match periocular images that are automatically acquired under the intelligent machine 
learning for human recognition. Our framework, referred to as semantics-assisted convolutional neural 
networks (SCNNs) in this paper, incorporates explicit semantic information to automatically recover 
comprehensive periocular features. This strategy enables superior matching accuracy with the usage of 
relatively smaller number of training samples, which is often an issue with several biometrics. Our 
reproducible experimental results on four different publicly available databases suggest that the SCNN-
based periocular recognition approach can achieve outperforming results, both in achievable accuracy 
and matching time, for less-constrained periocular matching. Without increasing the volume of training 
data, the SCNN is able to automatically extract more discriminative features from the input data than a 
single CNN, therefore can consistently improve the recognition performance. The experimental results 
presented in this paper validate such an approach to enable faster and more accurate periocular 
recognition under an intelligent machine learning. 

Index Terms—Periocular biometrics recognition, machine learning, convolution neural network, training data 
augmentation 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION 

PERIOCULAR biometrics recognition is an emerging biometric modality that has attracted noticeable 

interest in recent years and a lot of research effort have been devoted to advance accuracy from the 

automated algorithms. Periocular biometrics recognition is believed to be useful when accurate iris 

recognition cannot be ensured, such as under visible illumination [1], unconstrained environment [2] or 

when the whole face is not available, as illustrated from some real-life samples in Figure 1. It has also been 
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shown that the periocular region is more resistant to expression variations [10] and aging [11] as compared 

with the face.  

 

      
(a)                                               (b)                       (c)                              (d) 

Fig. 1. Periocular recognition is useful when (a) iris texture is degraded or when the faces are covered for (b) protection 

from environment, (c) during sickness or (d) during demonstrations or riots [3]  

 

In addition to serving as an independent biometric modality, periocular information can also be 

simultaneously combined with iris [9], [13] and/or face [15] to improve the overall recognition 

performance. However matching periocular images, particularly under less constrained environment, is a 

challenging problem as this region itself contains less information than the entire face and often 

accompanied by high intra-class variations along with occlusions like from glasses, hair, etc. In recent 

years, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has gained popularity for its strong ability to extract 

comprehensive features from the input data, especially for visual patterns. It has demonstrated its robustness 

to the real-life intra-class spatial variations. The CNN has many successful applications like hand-written 

character recognition [6], object detection [16], large-scale image classification [17] and face recognition 

[18], [19], where CNN has significantly outper-formed traditional methods using handcrafted features or 

other learning based approaches Therefore we have been motivated to use CNN to achieve better 

performance for the challenging periocular recognition problem. 
 

 

[1.1] Our Work and Contributions 

Periocular recognition under less constrained environment has shown promising performance and 

underlined the need for further research. Several databases, acquired under visible and near-infrared 

illuminations, have been introduced in the public domain [30], [34]–[36] and it can be observed that 

researchers require/use training samples from respective databases, primarily to select or learn best set of 

parameters. The performance achieved on these less-constrained databases is encouraging but requires 

further work. This paper attempts to address these two limitations for the automated periocular recognition. 

In addition to successfully investigating the strengths of CNN for the less-constrained periocular 

recognition, this paper introduces the Semantics-Assisted CNN (SCNN) architecture to fully exploit the 

discriminative information within limited number of training samples. The key contributions of our work 

can be summarized as in the following. Our approach for periocular recognition using SCNN does not 

require training samples from target datasets, while achieving outperforming results, which is a key 

advantage over state-of-the-art approaches [9] and [10]. In our experiments, the SCNN is trained with one 

database and tested on totally independent/separate databases.  
 

[1.2] Related Work 

 

In 2009, Park et al. [8] have investigated the feasibility of causing periocular region for human recognition 

under various conditions. Bharadwaj et al. [22] also support the usefulness of periocular recognition when 
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iris recognition fails. There is also research work focusing on cross-spectrum periocular matching [5], 

where techniques of neural network have been used. State-of-the art work for periocular recognition 

includes [9], where good performance is obtained by fusing periocular and iris features/scores together. 

However, DSIFT feature extraction and the K-means clustering used by this work for the periocular region 

are highly time consuming. Another state-of the- art approach by Smereka et al. [10] proposes the Periocular 

Probabilistic Deformation Model (PPDM), which is a variant of their previous work, and promising 

performance has been reported. The PPDM uses a probabilistic inference model to evaluate the matching 

scores from correlation filters on patches of the image pair. However, this patch-based matching scheme is 

sensitive to scale variance among samples, which often exists in the challenging forensic and security 

scenarios. As for the development of CNN, Lecun’s early work [6] for handwritten character recognition is 

one of the most typical applications of CNN in computer vision. Gradient based learning was used in that 

work so that CNN can learn from the training data effectively. In recent years CNN becomes very popular 

due to its powerful feature extraction ability for visual pattern and robustness for challenging scenarios 

(typically for large intra-class variance), and CNN based methods hold state-of-the-art performance for 

many computer vision tasks, such as image classification [17], object detection [16], etc. In 2014, Sun et 

al. [18] and Taigman et al. [19] have presented successful application of CNN on face recognition, which 

showed superior results even compared with human performance. 

 

[2] METHODOLOGY 
 

[2.1] Semantics-Assisted Convolution Neural Network (SCNN) 

 
(A) Basic Introduction to CNN: CNN is a biologically-inspired variants of multilayer perceptions (MLP) 

and well-known as one of typical deep learning architectures. CNN has shown strong ability to learn 

effective feature representation from input data especially for image/video  understanding tasks, such as 

handwritten character recognition [6], large-scale image classification [17], face recognition [18], [19], etc. 

In the following, we will briefly introduce the basic knowledge of a typical CNN architecture that is used 

in our and many other work.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                          

 10x226x226             10x113x113                20x103x103       20x52x52         40x46x46        40x23x23         1x250      1xn 

    L1                                L2                          L3                  L4                  L5                       L6            L7            L8 
                                  Convolution                  Pooling                  Convolution           Pooling             Convolution     Pooling    Feature   predication 

          +                                                         +                                                   +           FC           FC 

                      ReLU                                                  ReLU                        ReLU          +           +            
                                                                                                                                                                                    ReLU      Softmax 

                                           Fig. 2. Structure of the employed deep convolutional neuron network. 

CNN is usually composed of convolution layers, pooling layers and fully connected (FC) layers. At the 

output of each layer, there is often a nonlinear activate function, such as sigmoid, ReLU [8], etc.  The 

input image is passed through several convolutional units and then a few fully connected layers. The 

output of the last FC layer with N(number of classes) nodes would represent probabilistic prediction to 
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the class labels. Each of the convolution units is composed of three components - a convolution layer, a 

max-pooling layer and a ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation function, as shown in Figure 2. For the 

convolutional layer, each channel of its output is computed as: 

 

                                               𝑦(1)   = ∑ (𝒋 𝒃(𝒊𝒋) + 𝒌(𝒊𝒋) ∗ 𝒙𝒋  )                 (1) 

where y(i) is the i -th channel of the output map, x( j ) is the j -th channel of the input map, b(i j ) is called 

the bias term, k(i j ) is the convolution kernel between y(i) and x( j ), and ∗  denotes the 2D convolution 

operation. b(i j ) and k(i j ) will be learned by back-propagation so that the convolution kernels are trained 

to extract most useful features that are discriminative among different subjects. The pooling layer extracts 

one maximum or average value from each patch of the input channel.  In our application, we use max-

pooling with non-overlapping patches. As a result, the input maps, after convolution, are down-sampled 

with a scale determined by the pooling kernel. The pooling operation aggregates low-level features from 

the input to high-level representation and thus could achieve spatial invariance among different samples. 

At the output of each pooling layer and the first FC layer (e.g., L7 in Figure 2), we choose the ReLU 

(Rectified Linear Unit) [8] as the activation function 

                                                                   𝒚𝒋
𝒊  = max(𝒚𝒊 , 0)                            (2) 

The ReLU activation ensures the nonlinearity of the feature extraction process and is more efficient for 

training, compared with the traditional activation functions like sigmoid or tanh employed in other 

approaches [14]. The FC layers process the input as in conventional neural networks: 

𝒀𝑰 = 𝑩𝑰 +  ∑ 𝑿𝑱𝑱   · 𝑾𝑰𝑱            (3) 

where x j is the j -th element of the vectorized input map to the current layer, yi is the i -th  lement of the 

output map, which is also a vector. bi and wi j are elements of the bias and weights to be learned through 

training. The last FC layer, as usually configured in classification problem, is not followed by ReLU but a 

softmax function: 

 

𝒚𝒋
𝒏  =  

𝒆𝒚𝒊

∑ 𝒆𝒋 𝒚𝒋
             (4) 

The use of softmax function in the final output of the network results in a 1 × N vector with positive 

elements which are summed up to one. Each element then is treated as the   probabilistic prediction of the 

class label. The cross-entropy loss function is to be minimized, which is formulated as: 

 
L(𝑦𝑛 ) = −log 𝑦𝑖

𝑛                                  (5) 

where t is the ground truth label of the training sample. The loss function is minimized via back-propagation 

so that the predictions of the ground truth class of the training samples will approach to unity. 
 

(B) Limitation of Contemporary CNN Based Approach: 

CNN is usually trained in a supervised manner. For instance, the famous CNN architecture Goog LeNet 

[17] has 22 layers and later comes the Microsoft’s deep network with 152 layers [21]. Also, as the network 

goes deeper, the need for training data grows accordingly, while in many research areas, it is difficult to 

acquire enough labeled training samples like Image Net [23]. Table I provides examples of several typical 

deep learning based approaches and their employed training data. In reference [18, Table 1], for instance, 
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where the developed CNN is not very deep (nine layers), a total of ∼200,000 face images from more than 

10,000 people were used for training to achieve superior performance. However for other popular 

biometrics modalities like iris or periocular, in the best of our knowledge, there is currently no single public 

database with that many images. 

 In order to address this issue, we propose to empower the CNN with the ability to analyze semantic 

information explicitly.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.    Structure of the proposed Semantics-Assisted CNN (SCNN). While first branch is trained by the label of the 

intended tasks, other branch CNNs are trained using different semantic information, then the branches are joint in the 

end to get a comprehensive feature representation or perform score fusion. 

 

TABLE 

Example of several deep learning based approaches and their required number of training image. 
 

Approach Task Size of Training Data 

No. of Classes No. of Samples 

CVPR (17) Image Classification 1000 1281167 

ICML(24) Handwritten digits recognition 10 60000 

T-PAMI(25) Object detection 200 456567 

CVPR (18) Face recognition 10177 202599 

CVPR (19) Face recognition 4030 ~4400000 

 

(C)  Semantics-Assisted CNN: As illustrated in Figure 3, we simply add a branch, which is also a CNN, 

to the existing CNN. The attached CNN is not trained using the identity of the training data but the semantic 

groups. Theoretically, the SCNN has the following benefits: 

 • Instead of letting the semantic information be learned from the identities by the CNN in an unpredictable 

and uncontrollable way, SCNN allows us to explicitly recover the preferred semantic information that can 

be helpful for the identification task. As a result, the feature representation from the SCNN is accompanied 

by more reliable semantic information that is closer to mechanism in human visual system.  

•   The training scheme for SCNN can reuse the same set of training data but just labeled in another 

way than the simple identities. Since the labeling scheme is variable, the branches of SCNN learn the 

training data from different points of view, which is equivalent to increasing the data volume without 

really adding the number of training samples. This can relax the constraints on the requirements of 
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enormous training data for deep neural networks to some extent, i.e., instead of pursuing for superior 

performance from a single CNN, we enhance the joint performance of branches of CNNs with fewer 

amounts of training data. 

 

•   The  SCNN  architecture and  training  scheme  is  natu- rally  compatible for  most of  the  existing 

CNN  based approaches. What we need is just to train some indepen- dent CNNs with semantic grouping 

labels and judiciously combine the features from multiple CNNs to benefit from such training, as the 

semantic annotations of training samples are also available for many public databases. In addition, the 

architecture of SCNN is highly friendly for parallel computing platforms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          

 

Fig. 4.   Structure of the employed SCNN for the periocular recognition. 

[2.2] Application for Periocular Recognition 
(A)Network Structure and Supervision Information: 

 The detailed SCNN structure used for the periocular recognition is shown in Figure 4. In order to examine 

the impact of adding branch to an existing CNN, we simply designed one branch that is trained with 

semantic information, denoted as CNN2 in Figure 4. While CNN1 is like the ones commonly trained with 

the subject identities from the training samples, CNN2 is designated to be trained with the side (left or right) 

and the gender information. More specifically, we labeled the training data as follows, also shown in Figure 

5: 

0 − Left and Male, 

1 − Right and Male, 

2 − Left and Female, 

3 − Right and Female. 
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The reason for using left/right and gender information is that humans also tend to incorporate such judgment 

by visually inspecting the presented periocular images, although such accuracy may not reach cent percent 

level. Therefore there is some scientific basis to believe that CNN can learn to Fig. 5. Semantical labeling 

used in  our implantation to train CNN2. distinguish above semantic information from the periocular 

patterns and assist in the identification task. Another reason for using gender information is that the genders 

of subjects are often included in the metadata of many publicly available datasets, such as UBIpr [36]. 

Therefore we can directly use those labels to train CNN2. Other possible and useful semantic information 

include iris color (light/dark), ethnicity, shape of eyebrow, etc. 
 

 

       

                      Male                                                              
  

       
Label-              0                                         1                                              2                                            3                     

                                 

 Fig. 5.  Semantical  labeling used in our implantation to train CNN2. 

 Using such additional semantic information to supervise the network makes the overall architecture and 

learning process of SCNN similar to multi-label learning [20] to some extent. However, the principal 

difference is that, the introduction of semantic labeling in our model aims to assist/supplement the 

prediction of subject identity labels, i.e., they are in equally important, while in traditional multi-label 

learning, the multiple labels are usually in equal positions. In addition, the learning processes of identities 

and other semantic information are separately undertaken to maximally ensure the explicitness of semantic 

learning and compatibility to other CNN based model, while in general multi-label learning, features are 

usually jointly learned for predicting different lables. Nevertheless, in spite of the differentiation between 

the identity labels and other supportive labels, the semantic learning process (e.g., CNN2 itself) can also be 

conducted in the manner of multi-label learning alternatively. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Sample images from the databases we used in the experiments. Scale variance and misalignment are 

common in the testing environment. (a) UBIpr (training). (b) UBIRIS.V2 (testing). (c) FRGC (testing). (d) 

FOCS (training and testing). (e) CASIA.v4-distance (testing). 

(B) Training Protocol and Data Augmentation: 
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Among the original training samples, the last sample of each subject is selected to form the validation set, 

which is tested in every certain amount of iterations to observe whether the training process is converging 

in a right direction or not. Furthermore, it is observed that the periocular images from the training set are 

well aligned and scaled to a similar level, while the samples from independent test datasets and real 

applications may have misalignments and scale variations. Such inconsistency can also be observed from 

the image samples in Figure 6. If the deep network is trained with the well aligned and scaled images, it 

may not be effectively generalized to other datasets or data acquired by real applications. In order to address 

such problems, we firstly augmented the training data with a different scale to simulate scale inconsistency 

in the test environment. Then we applied random cropping during the training process to ensure that the 

network can accommodate spatial variations among the periocular images. The scale augmentation and 

random cropping process is also illustrated in Figure 7. As illustrated in this, each original of the image in 

training set is automatically cropped from its center with a size of 0.6w×0.6h, where w and h are its original 

width and height respectively. The original images and its cropped patch are resized to300 × 240, then 

padded with symmetric edges. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Bi-scaling      Random cropping  

       

 (Fig. 7. Illustration of scale augmentation and random cropping. Each original image is ugmented to two 

samples with different scales, and each augmented sample would be cropped by a smaller window that is 

randomly placed before entering the network for each epoch of the training process.)  

filled with zeroes to a size of 300 × 300. So far one original periocular image could generate two training 

samples. As a result, we have 6,270 samples for training and 448 samples for validation while training for 

each side of the periocular images. Furthermore, during the training process, each training sample would 

be cropped by a 240 × 240 window randomly placed within the image region before entering the first layer 

of the network. Such randomized cropping process from one training sample could produce abundant 

samples that have randomized misalignments with others. In this way, the network can be enforced to learn 

to extract features that are robust to the misalignments. 

 

(C) Visualization of Trained SCNN: 

 Once the networks have been trained, CNN1 is expected to lock-into features that are directly relevant to 

the subject identities, while CNN2 is expected to analyze the features that are more related to side and the 

gender difference. In order to observe the difference among features extracted by the two CNNs, we have 

visualized the filter kernels from the first two convolutional layers of trained CNN1 and CNN2 in Figure 

8.  

1) Overall both CNNs were not trained sufficiently. Compared with convolutional kernels trained with large 

amount of samples (e.g., those in [7]), a number of kernels here remain flat or noisy, for which it is less 
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likely to extract useful information. Insufficiently trained network parameters usually results in certain 

levels of over-fitting. 

 2) Despite the over-fitting concern, the convolutional filter kernels of CNN1 and CNN2 are quite different. 

Critical kernels in CNN2 are sharper and present more visual salience, therefore might be more sensitive to 

small texture, edges or corners than the filters in CNN1. This indicates CNN2 can provide complementary 

information that CNN1 was not able to learn due to lack of sufficient training data.. 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.8. Visualization of the filter kernels from the first two convolution layers of trained CNN1 and CNN2 respectively. 

[2.3] Feature Vector and Verification Score Generation 
 

The CNNs we use are trained in a classification protocol, i .e., the category or identity of the input data is 

known and fixed. Therefore this network can be directly used in some classification or identification tasks. 

However, in biometrics, one-to-one matching for probably unseen subjects is the key problem and needs to 

be evaluated. Therefore, we need to generalize the trained model to separated subjects that are not included 

in the training set, and formulate one-to-one matching scheme. Similar to [18], we use the output of second 

last layer (L7 in CNN1 and L5 in CNN2) as the feature representation of the input data. While the last layer 

represents the class prediction during the training process, the second last layer should contain the most 

relevant and aggregated information that can contribute to distinguishing the classes or identities. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to use the output of the second last layer as the feature representation and 

generalize the model to unseen subjects. Once we get the layer output vectors, we first normalize them by 

l2 norm, then apply PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the vector. For the SCNN architecture, we simply 

concatenate the two independently normalized output vectors to form a longer vector before PCA. In our 

experiments, the dimension of output vectors after PCA is set to 80, for both the single CNN and SCNN 

cases. Then the joint Bayesian scheme [33] is utilized to predict the similarity between a pair of feature 

vectors. The joint Bayesian is primarily designed for face verification, in which a face (equivalent to the 

periocular feature vector here) is represented by: 

f = μ + ε                                      (6) 

 

where f is the observation, in this paper the feature vector after PCA, μ is the identity of the subject, ε is the 

intra-class variation. μ and ε are assumed to be two independent Gaussian variables following N(0, Sμ) and 

N(0, Sε) respectively, then the covariance of two observation is:   

                                 cov(f1, f2) = cov(μ1,μ2) + cov(ε1, ε2)                          (7) 
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The joint distribution of a pair of observations {f1,f2} is considered. Let HI denote the intra-person 

hypothesis indicating that two observations are from the same person, and HE the extra-person hypothesis. 

Under HI, since μ1 and μ2 are the same, ε1and ε2 are independent, the covariance matrix of the distribution 

 

∑ 𝟏  =[
𝐒𝛍+𝐒𝛆 

𝐒𝛍

𝐒𝛍

2𝐒𝛍+𝐒𝛆 !
]                 (8) 

 

On the other hand, under HE, μ1 and μ2 are also independent, therefore the covariance matrix has become: 

 

 

 

 

 

     ∑ 𝟏  =[
𝐒𝛍+𝐒𝛆 

𝟎

𝟎

2𝐒𝛍+𝐒𝛆 !
]             (9) 

 

With above conditional joint probabilities, the log likelihood ratio which tells the difference between intra- 

and extra-person probabilities can be obtained in a closed form: 

 

                                        𝒓(𝒇𝟏,𝒇𝟐)=
𝑷(𝒇𝟏,𝒇𝟐|𝐡𝟏)

𝑷(𝒇𝟏,𝒇𝟐|𝐡𝐄)
= f

𝒕

𝟏
A𝒇𝟏+ f

𝒕

𝟏
A𝒇𝟐- 2 f

𝒕

𝟏
G𝒇𝟐       (10) 

 

where 

                                                                 A = (Sμ + Sε) − (F + G)                (11) 

                                                       [𝑭 + 𝑮
𝑮

 
𝑮

𝑭 + 𝑮
]= [𝐒𝛍+𝐒𝛆 

𝐒𝛍

𝐒𝛍

2𝐒𝛍+𝐒𝛆 !
]¹  (12) 

 

The covariance matrix Sμ and Sε can be estimated using an EM based algorithm as detailed in [33], and 

the log likelihood ratio r (f1, f2) is used as the similarity score in our one-to-one matching scenario. 

  

[3] EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

. The experimental details on the periocular identification is followed by details on supporting experiments 

for the image classification.  

 

[3.1] Periocular Recognition: 
 

(A) Training and Testing Datasets and Protocol: 

 We use following publicly available databases for the experiments. Two different databases were employed 

for training the deep neural networks and three separate databases were employed for the testing. 

 UBIpr [36] - for training 

We employed UBIpr periocular database [26] for training the SCNN for the visible spectrum. This database 

originally contains 5,126 images for each of left and right perioculars from 344 subjects. However, we are 

also employing a subset of UBIRIS.v2 database [4] for separate test experiments, which has some 

overlapping subjects with the UBIpr database. In order to ensure that subjects of training set and testing set 

are mutually exclusive, we removed these overlapping subjects from UBIpr database before we perform 

training on the network.  
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As a result, we only have 3359 periocular images from each of the two sides of 224 subjects. Such a scale 

is relatively small as compared with those in the training protocols in other typical deep learning work like 

Image Net [27] or LFW [28]. Therefore, the application scenario is good for validating the ability of SCNN 

for learning comprehensive information from limited size of training data. 

 UBIRIS.v2 [4] 

The UBIRIS.v2 database is primarily released for evaluation of at-a-distance iris segmentation and 

recognition algorithms under visible illumination and challenging imaging environment. Since the eye 

images in this database contain surrounding regions of the eye, it is possible to perform periocular 

recognition on the UBIRIS.v2 database. Similar to as in [2], we use a subset of 1,000 images from this 

database that is released in NICE.I competition [29]. This subset contains left and right eye images together 

from 161 subjects that are captured from 3m to 8m, bringing serious scale inconsistency. Some images only 

contain the eye region without eyebrow and other surrounding texture which makes the task of periocular 

recognition highly challenging. Some sample images are shown in Figure 6(b). 

 FRGC [30] 

The dataset of Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) is released by the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) and has been primarily for the evaluation of new algorithms for the automated face 

recognition. Similar to as in [2], we automatically extracted the periocular region from the original face 

images of FRGC using publicly available face and eye detector [31], [32]. A subset of 540 right eye images 

from 163 subjects, same as also the ones used in [2],were employed in the experiments. Some sample 

images are reproduced in Figure 6(c). 

 FOCS [34] - for training and testing  

The Face and Ocular Challenge Series (FOCS) dataset is also released by NIST and contains face, ocular 

images and videos. We employed the “OcularStillChallenge1” section, which consists of 4,792 left and 

4,789 right periocular images from 136 subjects that are cropped from face video clips acquired under near-

infrared (NIR) spectrum. The periocular samples from this dataset, as shown in Figure 6, suffer from serious 

illumination inconsistency and misalignments, therefore this dataset is considered as highly challenging. 

We used 3,262 left and 3,259 right periocular images of the first 80 subjects to train the CNNs and used the 

remaining images from 56 subjects for testing. Again, such a scale of training samples and subjects is small 

compared with other typical deep learning tasks. 

 CASIA.v4-distance [35] 

CASIA.v4 is the first publicly available long-range iris and face database acquired under NIR illumination, 

which is released by the Center for Biometrics and Security Research (CBSR) from the Chinese Academy 

of Sciences (CASIA). The full database contains 2,567 images from 142 subjects in single session. The 

standoff distance of the subjects to the camera is from 3 meters away. Similar to FRGC, we used publicly 

available eye detector [31], [32] to automatically segment left periocular images which are used in our 

experiments.  The first eight samples of each subject, excluding a few badly segmented images, were used 

for the periocular matching experiment. Above datasets were selected for evaluation because of the 

availability of periocular images acquired under less constrained environments that are close to real world 

scenarios. The selected subsets from FRGC and UBIRIS.v2 contain multi-session data and exhibit obvious 

scale/ illumination variation. Samples in FOCS database suffer from significant illumination degradation 

and misalignment. Images from CASIA.v4-distance are more consistent than the other three databases, but 

were acquired at a distance and some contain artifacts like glasses and/or hair, therefore also represent less 

constrained scenarios. In addition, networks for visible and NIR spectrums were trained separately due to 

the significant difference between the image properties. It is important to clarify that during our 
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(reproducible [40]) experiments, the SCNN is tested in totally cross-database manner, i .e., not only the 

subjects from the training and test set sets are totally separated, the databases themselves are independent 

from training for three sets of experiments. However, the methods we are going to compare with, [9] and 

[10], both require some samples of the target databases for the training. In order to compare with the best 

performance of [9] and [10] as well as to ensure the fairness in such comparison, we still divide the target 

datasets into training and testing sets, as summarized in Table II. For example, 96 samples of the first 19 

subjects in UBIRIS.v2 were used to train the models [9]  and [10], the remaining were used for test as in   

and [10] and also for our method. Such a configuration is highly disadvantageous to our methods because 

the inter database variance is always a key factor for the performance of all learning based methods. 

However, our method has still been able to achieve outperforming results as detailed later. We perform 

periocular matching using the all-to-all protocol, i .e., every image is matched to all the other images in the 

testing set, and all the generated matching scores are taken into calculation of the receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) curve. Such a protocol is considered to be highly challenging because one bad sample 

may result in several poor genuine scores, which drops the overall matching performance.  

(B) Effectiveness of SCNN:  

We firstly examine the impact of the added branch that has been trained with the semantic information. We 

have compared the performance of a single CNN, i.e., only CNN1 in Figure 3, with the performance of the 

extended SCNN. The results from the verification experiments  are illustrated in Figure 9. We can observe 

from Figure 9 that the SCNN consistently achieves better performance than that of original or single CNN. 

This observation suggests that the newly added CNN2 which is trained with semantic supervision has been 

successful in contributing to some useful information that is not reinforced in CNN1, and therefore 

improving the overall discriminative power of the network. In theory, we can add more branches that are 

trained with different semantic information (e.g., iris color) to further improve the final recognition 

accuracy. However, the need for computational power would also increase and the trade-off may need to 

be made according  the applications.  

(C) Comparison With Earlier Work on Periocular Recognition: 

We also compared the performance of our approach with state-of-the-art approaches [9], [10] on the 

periocular recognition problem. While [9] is our previous work, we have carefully   implemented the 

methods in [10] with the help of the original authors. The test protocols were kept exactly the same for 

different approaches during the experimental process  and therefore the comparisons of ROC/CMC curves 

are fair. However several factors can be firstly clarified here to ensure clarity in understanding the 

experimental comparisons.  

 For UBIRIS.v2,  

we use the 1,000 image set that was employed for the NICE.I competition. This subset is the same as was 

used in [9] but different from the one in [10]. In [10], test images were gathered from the full dataset, but 

only those acquired from 6-8 meters were used, while the 1,000 image 

set in [9] included samples acquired from 3-8 meters. Due to the relatively consistent imaging distance, the 

subset used in [10] involves much less scale variance than those in [9] and also in this paper. As a result, 

the performance from our experiment using exact method in [10] is not reproduced as good as what appears 

to be in [10] and this is reasonable due to the difference in selection of images as explained above. 

 For FRGC,  

we also used the same subset as in [9] but different from the one used in [10]. As described before, the 

subset we used contains 540 periocular images which were automatically segmented from the original face 
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images and therefore may suffer from some misalignment. Moreover, images in this subset were acquired 

from various sessions with certain time lapse and different imaging environments, which increases the 

difficulty for accurate recognition. However, the subset used in [10] only consists of images captured in 

consistent illumination and background in single session, and the periocular regions were manually 

segmented. Therefore, it is also a reasonable explanation for the drop in performance in our reproduced 

results, over the ones shown in [10] using manual segmentation. 

 For FOCS, 

 we used fixed division of training and testing sets as shown in Table II, while the original setup in [10] 

used 5-fold cross validation for the entire dataset. Although the subsets used in our experiment and their 

original experiment are not exactly the same, the quality of images is observed to be quite similar. Therefore 

our reproduced result is very close to those appearing in [10]. The verification results (ROC) for above 

comparisons are also shown in Figure 9, while the identification results (CMC) are shown in Figure 10. It 

can be observed from the experimental results in these two figures that the proposed approach using SCNN 

consistently outperforms the two state-of-the-art approaches. In order to ascertain statistical significance of 

the improvements, we have conducted the significance test for the ROC curves using the method described 

in [12], which judges from the area under the curve (AUC). Table III shows the significance level ( p-value) 

of the difference of the SCNN based method over the comparative methods [2] and [10]. The results indicate 

that, by the commonly used confidence level of 95%, our approach significantly outperforms these two 

methods (p-value < 0.05) on all the employed datasets. It may be noted that [10] performed poorly on the 

UBIRIS.v2 set because it adopts the patch based matching scheme while, as explained above, the 1,000-

image set of UBIRIS.v2 used in our experiment suffers from serious scale variations among the samples, 

which results in significant loss of patch correspondence. 
 

TABLE III 

RES ULTS   OF   SI GNI FICANCE   T ES T  F OR   COMPA RI S O N  O F  ROCS  USIN G METHOD  

[12]. p-VALUE INDI CATES  THE  PRO BA B I L I T Y O F THE NULL HYP OT HES I S  T HAT TWO 

METHODS  HAV E NO DIFFE R E N C E STAT I S T I C A L LY 

 

Comparison p-value 

UBIRIS.V2  FRGC CASIA.V4-distance FOCS 

SCNN&TIP’13[2] < le-4 < le-4 < le-4 < le-4 

SCNN&TIP’15[10] < le-4 < le-4 < le-4 < le-4 

 

 

TABLE IV 

COMPA RI S O N O F T IM E REQUI RED  TO  MAT C H T WO  PERI O CULAR    AGESBY DIFFE 

R E N T APPROAC H E S , FRO M MATLAB  IMP LEMENTATI ON RUNNI NG ON A COMP U TER 

W IT H L I NUX OS, 16 GB RAM, 3. 4 GHz INTEL I 7-4770 CPU (4 CORES ) AND NVIDIA GE FORCE 

GT X 670 GPU 

 

 Approach Major Time Consuming Operations Matching Time (s) 

GPU CPU 

Proposed Convolution matrix multiplication 0.013 0.183 

TIP’13[2] DSIFT feature extraction, K-means clustering / 15.5 

TIFS’15[10] Gabor feature extraction, correlation filter 

matching 

/ 1.442 
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 The approach from [2] which uses DSIFT features is more robust to scale variance, however the extraction 

of DSIFT feature is especially time consuming. In contrast, our approach not only performs better than both 

of the baseline approaches on different databases, but is also computationally simpler for the deployment 

using the trained network. Table IV presents the summary of the average time required for the feature 

extraction for the considered state-ofart approaches. These tests were performed using the Matlab wrapper 

and C++ implementation running on a computer with Linux OS, 16 GB RAM, 3.4 GHz Intel®Core™i7-

4770 CPU (4 cores) and NVIDIA®GeForce GTX 670 GPU. It can be observed that the proposed approach 

is much faster due to the straightforward architecture and the use of GPU could further reduce the 

computational time.  
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Fig.10. CMC curves of the periocular verification using SCNN and comparison with state-of-the-art 
methods for different databases. (a) UBIRIS.v2. (b) FRGC. (c) FOCS. (d) CASIA.v4-distance. 
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[3.2] Image Classification 

 

In order to examine that the proposed SCNN architecture is not only effective for the periocular recognition 

but can also be useful for more general problems, we performed experiment for image classification on the 

CIFAR-10 dataset [37]  The CIFAR-10 dataset contains 60,000 32×32 color images from 10 classes. 

Among these images, 50,000 images are for training and 10,000 are for testing. Figure 11 shows some 

randomly selected samples from each class. As we can see from Figure 11, although the number of classes 

is not large, the intra-class variation is significant and the resolution is also smaller, which brings certain 

challenge for classifying those images. The CIFAR-10 has therefore emerged as a popular dataset for 

evaluating image classification algorithms along with others like Image Net and CIFAR-100, etc. Since the 

SCNN is developed to enhance existing CNN based approaches, we select a baseline CNN to ascertain the 

improvement. We adopt the CNN originated from Krizhevsky’s cuda-convnet [38], re-implemented and 

introduced in the Cafe tutorial [39]. Although the selected CNN is not the state-of-the-art for CIFAR-10 in 

terms of performance, we chose it because this model is publicly available under Caffe, the deep learning 

framework employed in the paper, and it is also quick to train. For simple annotation, we refer to this 

network as cuda-convnet. By following the tutorial, we can quickly get an accuracy of about 75% on the 

CIFAR-10 test set. Then we trained a branch CNN to learn the semantic features of the images in CIFAR-

10 in order to build the SCNN architecture. With above division, the entire dataset is grouped into four 

semantically classes. It may be noted that this is not the unique or the optimal division, but it is an easy-to-

understand scheme to start with. In order to obtain a branch CNN that was trained to acquire above semantic 

features, we simply duplicate the structure of the base cuda-convnet but replace the last fully connected 

layer having 10 neurons with a new fully connected layer with four neurons, since the task now is to 

recognize the four semantic groups. We then just repeat, as described in Cafe tutorial, but train the new 

network with newly labeled data. We refer to this new CNN as cuda-convnet-s. Again, above configuration 

is made because of the ease to execute and one has many choices for actual applications. We then built an 

SCNN with the architecture as in Figure 13. As shown in this  figure, we combine the branch CNN and the 

original one to obtain an extended structure. The components highlighted in red are retrained after the 

combination to aggregate the long concatenated features, and this process can be considered as a kind of 

fine-tuning. Since the number of layers to be  retrained is small, the fine-tuning is very fast. Table V shows 

the classification results on the test set using the original cudaconvnet and the extended SCNN. 
 

Table V 

RES ULTS  OF  CLAS S I FICATI ON  THE  CIFAR-10 T ES TI NG  SET  USIN G ORI GI NA L    E XI S T I 

N G   cuda-convnet  AND   THE    PRO PO SE D    SCNN E NHANCEMENT O N T HE cuda-convnet 
 

Approach Accuracy 

Cuda-convnet 75.1 

Cuda-convnet-SCNN 77.07 
 

We can observe from the results that the proposed SCNN can achieve an improvement of 2.12% over the 

original result. Although this may not be considered as a very large improvement, the achieved results 

reinforce the motivation for SCNN is to make solid and consistent enhancement on existing CNN based 

approaches, especially for the scenario when the training data may not be enough to feed a complex 

network. In the CIFAR-10 dataset, the number of images per class is actually quite large and therefore the 

effect of SCNN is not significant, but it still offers a noticeable improvement with minor addition in the 
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complexity. Moreover, as discussd above, the experimental setup is reproducible and made to execute in a 

straightforward manner. Therefore it is reasonable to expect certain space for further improvement.  

 

[4] CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented automated periocular recognition using CNN with outperforming results and 

significantly smaller complexity. In particular, we proposed a robust and more accurate framework for the 

periocular recognition using the semantics-assisted convolutional neural network (SCNN). By training one 

or more branches of CNNs with semantical information corresponding to training data, the SCNN is capable 

of recovering more comprehensive features from the images and therefore achieve superior performance. 

Our experimental results on four publicly available databases suggest that the proposed approach can 

achieve outperforming results while requiring much smaller computational time for the matching process. 

The SCNN architecture can also be generalized for other image classification tasks, which can improve the 

performance over the single CNN based approaches. The source and executable files of our approach are 

made publicly available [40] to encourage other researchers to easily reproduce our results and further 

advance research on accurate periocular recognition. It may be noted that at the current stage, we decouple 

the identity supervision and other semantic supervision, in order to ensure high level of explicitness of 

semantic learning and compatibility to existing CNN based approaches. However, it is believed that a well-

designed network structure may explicitly incorporate semantic information itself and facilitate efficient 

training in an end-to-end training manner. It will be our future work to investigate improved architecture 

which enables joint learning of semantic information explicitly as well as preserving the network integrity. 
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